Twisted and coiled polymer (TCP) is increasingly used for soft robots due to its good compaction. However, the lack of kinematics model of elastomer soft robots limits precise control. For this purpose, a kinematic model is proposed in this work for TCP-based elastomer soft robots. This paper has two main contributions. First, constant curvature assumption (CCA), the foundation in soft robots is conceptualized and the pioneering proof is constituted. Second, an innovative but foundational soft robot kinematic model is established based on CCA called constant curvature elastomer model (CCE). Experiments are conducted to verify the proposed kinematic model, showing the validity of the model. A soft endoscope for flaw detection in pipelines is shown as a practical case of TCP-based soft robots.
I. INTRODUCTION
In comparison with the traditional robots made of metal , soft robots made of soft materials can usually provide different beneficial properties, such as safety in humanmachine cooperation, the ability to travel through narrow environments [1] , convenience for locomotion and manipulation [2] and so on. Generally speaking, soft robots are capable of continuum deformation and can be grouped into the following two categories: rigid continuum robots with a discrete hyper-redundant body and elastomer soft robots composed of soft materials to create complex morphologies [3] . In order to maximize the potential of the dexterous body of soft robots, functional facilities must be embedded in soft materials [3] , so that elastomer soft robots are more beneficial. Consequently, actuators for soft robots are usually flexible. Flexible artificial muscles mimicking natural muscles based on pneumatic or highly twisted fibers are often used as the actuators for elastomer soft robots.
Artificial muscles are usually defined as materials that stretch or contract according to the environment [4] because contractile or tractile locomotion is extremely important and is much more direct than rotation in nature [5] . Currently, a large number of artificial muscles exist, made of materials such as twisted and coiled polymer (TCP), shape memory alloy (SMA), shape memory polymers (SMP), ionic polymer The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Ludovico Minati . metal composites (IPMC) and so on. TCP, first demonstrated in 2014, is produced by coiling twisted nickel wire and nylon thread. TCP can be easily transformed by twist insertion to provide fast, scalable, low-hysteretic, long-life tensile and torsional muscles [6] . As opposed to SMA, TCP is less hysteretic, and is convenient for control. In contrast with SMP, TCP can provide higher work capacity and is more efficient in control. In comparison with IPMC, TCP can be used in all kinds of environments, not exclusive to an aqueous one. Meanwhile, TCP is safer since no electric field is required at its surface.
It is important but also challenging to control the shape of a soft robot, especially for use in surgery, defence and rescue robots that aim mainly at reaching remote areas and performing complex procedures in confined spaces [7] , [8] .
Modeling is the basis of soft robot control to acquire better control precision and control rate. Present soft robots are usually artificial muscles covered with soft materials, leading to the complexity of practical problems, and further causes great difficulty in dynamics modeling. Fortunately, for one thing, soft robots are expert at high dexterity and feasibility, so the little force output is understandable [8] . For another, since time response of artificial muscles is commonly short compared to working time span, static kinematics model is enough.
Still, even for the simplest kinematics modeling, various assumptions are necessary. The constant curvature assumption (CCA), referring to the curvature along continuum robots being constant, has been commonly used but with little theoretical evidence and never conceptualized [9] . The CCA was introduced because of the constant strain approximation that the constant bending torque applied along a beam leads to constant deflection in terms of small deformation for a high-stiffness body [10] . It is unknown whether this constant strain approximation is still valid for soft body with large deformation causing a geometric nonlinear question.
In our work, Kirchhoff equations were applied to the Frenet coordinate. The set of six equations was simplified to be a set of three equations according to our assumptions. By assuming TCP to have the same mechanical properties as springs, we simplified the Kirchhoff equations to be Duffing equations. Finally, the feasibility of CCA was verified under the circumstance that body forces and boundary forces are ignored.
The study on soft robots kinematics modeling can be traced back to the 2000s since when CCA has been widely used. Previously, dynamic and energy formulations were used for kinematics [11] . However, these models are purely differential equations and hard to use in end-effector position posture calculations. In 2002, a multijoint robot with 32 DOF continuum style robots was assumed to be a plantar continuum robot obeying CCA. The Denavit-Hartenberg frames for each section were applied for the forward kinematics, which are denoted as the constant curvature model (CCM) [9] . Following the idea of CCM, an improvement called a piecewise constant curvature model (PCCM) solving variable curvature problems was provided [12] , and a series of rigid continuum robots kinematics were modeled with the application of CCM or PCCM [13] - [15] .
However, this widely spread CCM is commonly used in discrete rigid continuum robots to depict the transformation matrix which is usually called kinematics in robotics. This CCM considers that the robot arms are rigid during the calculation, but this model is not suitable for elastomer soft robots and has not pointed out the relationship between controlling variables (TCP temperature) and controlled variables (shape of soft robots). Substantially, CCM is a rigid robotics model applied to soft robotics depending on purely geometric calculations based on CCA; however, this model totally ignores elastic deformation, the basic nature of soft robots. Moreover, calculation based purely on geometry can only lead to the conclusion that the robot or sensor length is linear to temperature [16] , which does not match with the experimental results.
In general, the current model can only solve problems for rigid continuum robots with negligible deformation such as cable-driven robots. To solve the problem of elastomer soft robots, an elastomer soft robot kinematic model is necessary which consider the elastic deformation based on both geometry and mechanics.
More complex models emerged using numeric methods or more complicated theories such as the Cosserat rod theory [17] , [18] . However, the accuracy improvement was not significant compared to the increase of computation; meanwhile, the numeric solution may lead to initial value problems or cause trouble with inverse kinematics. In terms of TCP materials, there exists research on material properties of TCP by different means of fabrication [19] and predicting the deformation of TCP under varying temperature based on mechanics or finite element analysis (FEA) [20] , [21] ; however, these models only study the material properties of TCP.
Conclusively, the kinematics model of elastomer soft robots is rare, especially for those with a continuously deformed body. In this article, after the proof of CCA is given, Kirchhoff rod theory is applied for general kinematics modeling. The elongation of axial and bending direction are decoupled. After material properties are introduced, the length of the robot is first obtained by calculating the axial forces. Then, on the basis of CCA, the radius of curvature and the central angle are obtained by solving the mechanics equations.
This article summarizes two main fundamental contributions to soft robotics of this research:
(1) A proof of constant curvature assumption (CCA) is given based on a rod model. This article is organized as follows: the proof of CCA is given in section II. The establishment of CCE is shown in section III. Finally, in section IV, the experimental results are discussed in terms of a TCP-based elastomer soft robot to verify the proposed kinematic model. A soft endoscope for flaw detection consist of three separate TCP-based actuators is suggested as a practical case of TCP-based soft robots.
II. EXPLANATION FOR CONSTANT CURVATURE ASSUMPTION
Assumptions are of great concern in modeling, and the constant curvature assumption (CCA) is not only widely used but also the most important assumption in soft robotics. In this section, the feasibility of CCA is proven. Section II is organized as follows: after the structure of the soft robot is first introduced, the coordinate system is configured. Then, a set of pervasive differential equations, called Kirchhoff equations, is established based on the geometric properties of the elastomer soft robot. Furthermore, based on various assumptions, the six differential equations are simplified to a Duffing equation. Finally, the feasibility of CCA without body force and with low boundary force is proven.
As shown in Fig.1 , the symmetrical elastomer soft robot is made by wrapping actuators or artificial muscles with linear strain-stress relationship such as TCP actuators in soft materials such as silica gel. A coordinate system is configured on this soft robot. An arbitrary node on the central line of the elastomer soft robot is set as the origin P of coordinate system. e 1 coincides with the tangential direction of the curve and is the z axis in coordinate P − xyz. e 2 coincides with the normal vector of the robot plane of symmetry and is the y axis in P − xyz. The twist angle of the cross section and the Frenet coordinate χ equal the intersection angle of e 3 and the normal axis N in the Frenet coordinate. Coordinates P − xyz and P − TNB are both right-handed systems. Now, a coordinate moving along with the elastomer soft robot has been established. The Kirchhoff equation, which uses the equilibrium condition of forces and torques, is applied to an infinitesimal area on the soft robot.
As shown in Fig. 2 , in the Kirchhoff equation above [22] , coordinate P − xyz changes its direction when moving along the curvature of the soft robot, and the tildes above represent the local derivative of coordinate P−xyz,
T is the torque between two slices of elastic material. The subscripts 1, 2, and 3 above are the components along e 1 , e 2 and e 3 , respectively. r is the local radius of curvature at P. h is the distance from the center of the actuator to the center of the cross-section. The tilde above the derivative means the derivative in coordinate P−xyz which moves with the elastomer soft robot. dr, dM , dF are the difference of respective physical quantities on the other section of an infinitesmal area of the soft robot.
The Kirchhoff equation mentioned above includes too many unknown quantities and is difficult to solve; thus, some appropriate simplification is made according to the shape of the soft robot. The simplification part is shown in the appendix.
The equilibrium condition of forces and torques can be finally simplified as the equation set below.
where κ is the curvature and B means the rotational inertia related to axis Py. Now, we model the force f that the actuator applies to the elastomer. First, based on the geometry of the robot, we get κds = dθ
where θ is the central angle of the soft robot. Then, the actuator should be uniform along the length of the artificial muscles; thus, the relationship between the elongation of the resting actuator d should be linear to the length of infinitesimal ds.
where D is a constant related to coefficient of thermal expansion α of the elastomer and the actuator and temperature difference T . As is demonstrated in many experiments, the stress-strain relationship of TCP conforms to linearity, and the actual elongation is assumed to be d , and the free length elongation is assumed to be d ; therefore, the net force f n is calculated as follows.
in which k is the stiffness factor of an infinitesimal actuator, and K is the stiffness factor of the whole actuator and l 0 is the whole length of the resting actuator. Then, we use derivation to obtain the distribution of f 1 .
By substituting Eq. (7) into Eq. (3), we obtain a set of ordinary differential equations about the relationship between the interaction force of the robot and the curvature.
By solving Eq. (9) and Eq. (10), we obtain the axial and normal forces of the elastomer, respectively.
where C is a constant decided by boundary conditions. By substituting Eq. (11) into Eq. (8), we obtain the Duffing equation, the solution to the axial forces.
Now, we will show the feasibility of the constant curvature assumption by solving this equation numerically. Considering that our soft robot is intended to work as an endoscope for planar pipeline flaw detection, where the robot won't touch the shell of the pipe, we neglect the body force and set the boundary forces to small values. As shown in Fig. 3 , the initial curvature was estimated by assuming the length of the bottom of the elastomer soft robot to be unchanged in value. The boundary force F 1 was set to 0.01N , 0.1N , 1N respectively, and the material parameters are given in section IV.
As shown in Fig. 3 , since the initial curvature is an approximate estimate neglecting the boundary forces and an error between the true values exist, the radius of curvature increases rapidly. In one calculating step, the radius of curvature reaches stability and remains invariant for the remaining position. On the other hand, the difference is small between the initial and stable values, the difference is 100 times less than the boundary force and the difference is also 100 times less than the initial value. Conclusively, it is feasible to apply constant curvature assumption to the elastomer soft robot according to Eq. (12) under the circumstance that the boundary forces and the body force are small or ignorable.
III. KINEMATICS MODELING BASED ON KIRCHHOFF ROD THEORY
In this section, the soft robot is simplified to have only two layers, a stiffer one and a softer one, to demonstrate a general way of deformation-considered constant curvature assumption based soft robot kinematics modeling. The material properties are first introduced. Then, forces and bending torque are calculated. Furthermore, based on some assumptions, the parameters in the equations are calculated. Finally, by solving the equations, the length of the actuator, radius of curvature and central angle are obtained; the shape of the soft robot is also determined. The only difference between this simplified model and the universal model for soft robots is the parameters in the formulations. However, the deduction will never change.
According to the experimental data, the stiffness of TCP is relatively unchanging when the strain is defined as the elongation from the resting length based on temperature [23] , and the formulation below is attained.
in which k is the stiffness of TCP. According to the experimental data, the resting length of TCP is a linear function with respect to temperature T, and the formulation below is obtained.
where α is the regression parameter of resting length in regard to temperature and L 0 is the resting length at room temperature. Substituting Eq. (14) into Eq. (13), we get the formulation below.
The material properties are obtained above. Then, the force and bending torque should be calculated to establish the equilibrium equation.
As shown in Fig. 4 , y 0 is the neutral plane of the soft robot, and M is the bending torque applied by TCP.
where d is the distance from the center of the TCP actuator to the bottom of the robot. The axial force applied by TCP should be balanced with the force of silica gel to squeeze and recover to resting length.
In materials mechanics, the high-stiffness alloy deforms slightly; thus, the radius of curvature is more than 100 times the length. In addition, the bending torque is proportional to the second derivative of deflection, but in terms of soft robots, the deflection can be large, and the radius of curvature can be less than 10 times the length. Therefore the soft robot deflection cannot be approximate as the second derivative of deflection, while according to the basis of nonlinear rod theory [24] , the bending torque should be in proportion to the local curvature and in inverse proportion to local radius of curvature ρ + y 0 .
where ρ is the local curvature at the bottom of the robot. Since our soft robot is a slender beam, according to the hypothesis of Euler-Bernoulli Beam Theory, to simplify the model, we ignore the bending shear force [25] and decouple the axial force and bending torque. The following assumptions are made: (1) The soft material is isotropic, the elastic modulus is a constant, and the stress-strain relationship remains linear during working. (2) Since the elastic energy is much larger than the gravity energy, the body force is ignored. (3) The soft robot has no curvature when resting, and the curvature along the robot is a constant during work. (4) All cross sections of the soft robot remain plane and perpendicular to the longitudinal axis during the deformation [25] . Even though the robot can stretch to more than 120% of its original length, according to geometry, the radius of curvature will be still more than 10 times the thickness of the robot. The calculation results show that the neutral plane position error is no more than 5%; thus, the bent beam correction can be ignored. Based on the assumptions above, we can find a neutral plane in the robot, which remains stationary when the robot is purely bending. Thus, the net force and torque at the cross section can be calculated and be substitute into Eq. (16). To simplify the formulation, we define r = ρ + y 0 . We get the equations below. The details of the equation can be seen in the appendix.
M silica = EI β[θ δ] = EI ρ + y 0 (20) in which, θ is the central angle of the curvature of the soft robot, and (ρ + y)θ δ provides the net strain of the silica gel at position ρ + y. E is the equivalent elastic modulus.A is equivalent end area. I is the rotational inertia. β is a constant to be calculated later. 
By solving Eq. (22), we can obtain the length of robot at temperature T .
By solving Eq. (21), we can obtain the relationship between radius of curvature and length of robot.
Furthermore, we will use the geometry of the robot to obtain the parameter β. First, calculate r (1) using the following formulation:
where I is calculated in the appendix. According to geometry information, dθ
Calculate r (1) r (2) , and the extrapolation horizontal intercept at room temperature will provide the β we want. By substituting β into Eq. (24), we obtain the actual r. Finally, the geometry is used to solve the central angle.
In conclusion, elastomer soft robotic kinematics modeling is completed with Eq. (23), Eq. (24) and Eq. (27). These three equations depict the length and shape of the elastomer soft robot under the constant curvature assumption with regard to the temperature of TCP, taking into consideration the elastic deformation of both the elastomer and the actuator. Moreover, this deduction of elastomer kinematics is valid to stretch and contract artificial muscles embedded in soft elastic materials.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we discussed the experimental design of a soft robot embedded with TCP. First, this choice of soft robot was explained. Then, in subsection IV-A, we conducted a series of stretching experiments to obtain the material parameters such as thermal expansion coefficient, elastic modulus of both silica gel and stiffness of TCP. Furthermore, in subsection IV-B, we introduced the process to build this soft robot with all size parameters precisely known. further on, in subsection IV-C, we used a camera to photograph the shape of soft robot under varying temperature and explained the computational process and illustrated the experimental outputs. Finally, in subsection IV-D, three TCP-based actuators were connected in series to work as a soft endoscope. This endoscope prototype was supposed to finish flaw detection task by getting through a pipeline without colliding with the wall of the pipeline.
As mentioned above, we designed a soft robot using artificial muscle TCP. According to the chirality of the fiber twist and that of the coil, the muscles can contract or extract during heating. Based on this characteristic, we considered applying voltage at both ends of the artificial muscles, using the voltage to control the temperature of the TCP and finally controlling the length of TCP to be an actuator. 
A. MATERIALS PROPERTIES
The elastic modulus of silica gel ranges widely according to its composition, and the material parameters are used in CCE model, which is important to calculation of length and can cause great error in length or shape prediction. However, there was no authentic data. As a result, we made a stretcher to measure its elastic modulus.
The experimental data of our elastomer made of Ecoflex-0020 and Dragon skin from Smooth-on Inc. is shown in Fig. 5 . In this figure, both kinds of silica gel showed linearity in large deformation. The elastic modulus of Ecoflex was tested to be 3.5540 × 10 4 Pa and that of Dragon Skin to be 2.1138 × 10 5 Pa.
We also used this stretcher to measure the displacement and force curve of a piece of TCP material that was 60mm in length, as shown in Fig. 6 . By processing these raw data, we found the force-displacement curves for TCP under varying temperature showed linearity; thus, the respective Hook's constant could be calculated when TCP was regarded as springs according to Eq. (14) . By regressing the free length under different temperatures, we obtained relationship between temperature and free length of TCP, which was also linear, as shown in Fig. 7(a) . The result of regression showed the coefficient of thermal expansion was 1.58 × 10 −4 m/ • C. We calculated the stiffness of TCP mentioned in sectionIII which is shown in Fig. 7(b) . Since the actuators were working in the range of 80 − 140 • C in our experiment, the experimental data for stiffness were interpolated by spline curves and were brought into CCE model.
B. FABRICATION AND SETTINGS
Considering that the soft robot produced by deposition manufacturing and other kinds of 3D printing technology may be layer-structured and cause failure in layers when bending, the experimental soft robot was built by casting. Ecoflex-0020 and Dragon Skin were used to make the body, embedding TCP as the actuator. The molds of the soft robot were made by the fused deposition modeling (FDM) method, and then, Ecoflex and Dragon Skin were poured to make the robot.
As shown in Fig. 8(a) , in order to build a robot that could bend and precisely control the materials parameters including the size parameters such as the thickness of the both silica gel layers, the fabrication process was divided into four parts. First, three molds were made by 3D printing. In the first mold, there was an 8mm×2mm×60mm cavity for casting the stiffer layer of the robot using Dragon Skin. In the second mold, there was also an 8mm×6mm×60mm cavity that cut through the whole mold. Finally, the third mold was used as the base to hold the liquid silica gel before curing. On all three molds, there were agraffes to combine the molds together, preventing the liquid silica gel from flowing out.
The second and the third molds were then put together, and two mandrels coiled with TCP were inserted into the second mold, as shown in Fig. 8(b) . Then, the softer silica gel Ecoflex-20 was filled into the gap, and silica gel curing was observed. After the first mold was assembled with the others, a 2 mm deep gap was formed. This gap was then filled with the stiffer silica gel Dragon Skin, as shown in Fig. 8(c) . After silica gel curing, the three molds were separated, the mandrels were removed and the robot was taken out from the second mold, as shown in Fig. 8(d) . The material parameters and size parameters of the robot were measured. During our experiment so far, we have heated some of our soft robots to over 120 • C and the strain can be over 20%, but no delamination is witnessed.
As shown in Fig. 9 , a Nikon D7100 camera and a 18-140 mm lens were used to catch the length and shape of the soft robot under varying temperatures, which were controlled by a single chip. MATLAB was used to complete image processing on a computer.
C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTING
Boundary detection was used to obtain the black & white figure, which is shown in Fig. 10 , and the length of boundary of the longer side was calculated to be the length of robot, which is shown in Fig. 11(a) . According to the plain plane hypothesis, the Hough conversion was used to detect the straightway in the picture, and the intersection angle was calculated as the central angle, as shown in Fig. 11(c) . We also calculated the central angle and radius by means of pure geometry, as shown in the experimental results. The length of robot in camera view was 55mm. As shown in the experimental results, the experimental data fit the theory curves well. With more than 50 • C temperature increments, the free length of the actuator increased more than 8 mm, while the actual increase was less than half of the increment. However, according to Eq.(23), the CCE model can precisely predict the deformation of the actuator embedded in the elastomer, which has not been previously studied. According to Fig. 11(b) and Fig. 11(c) , the curves obtained from the purely geometric calculations according to Eq. (26) and the curves obtained from the CCE model according to Eq. (24) showed the large differences, especially when TCP was heated. The predictions given by the CCE model fit the experimental results better, and the error of predictions provided by pure geometry increased significantly with the increase of temperature. According to the angletemperature curves obtained from Eq. (27), the experimental data showed that the central angle increased more with the increase in temperature, and the CCE model can predict this nonlinear property beautifully, while the calculation from pure geometry can only predict a linear outcome that caused increasing error when TCP was heated. However, according to the radius-temperature curves, the initial radius was more than 10 times the length of robot, but after TCP was heated for 40 • C, the radius became smaller than 2 times the robot length. The surge of radius will definitely cause errors since the Kirchhoff rod theory is still a one-dimensional model and in the CCE model, the bending strain and the normal strain are decoupled, which also causes model errors. Additionally, the angle calculated from experimental results may be inaccurate. The warping of the ends of the elastomer soft robot may cause the recognition failure for Hough transformation. Meanwhile, the silica gel removed from molds may include innerstress, causing the initial shape bending, and will finally lead to the increase in error when the radius of curvature decreases during heating. As a result, the data, which are collected before the robot is heated to straight condition, should be ignored. Still, the experimental results show the validity of the proposed kinematics model. Our model is supposed to be applied to the situation without touching, for example, controlling the soft endoscope to get through a narrow tube and to finish a flaw detection task.
D. SOFT ENDOSCOPE
As shown in Fig. 12 , a soft endoscope comprised of three TCP-based actuators was supposed to finish a flaw detection task. The first and the third sections of the robot had the same bending direction while the middle part was opposite to them. Since the TCP-based actuators were made of silica gel and the end of these robots were uneven, connectors with the same cross sections as the robots' were 3D-printed. The end of the robots were stuck with the connectors to form the soft endoscope. Thus, the information of the bending angle can be added together. The three TCP-based actuators can be controlled separately to finish complex tasks. The end of the soft endoscope was fixed on a slender rod which was hold by experimenter.
The process of the soft endoscope going through the pipeline was shown in Fig. 13 . A cross profile of the pipeline was 3D-printed in white. The numbers in the lower right corner of the pictures indicated when the photos were taken. The video of this experiment is shown in Video1.
As shown in Fig. 14(a) , this was a thermal image taken by thermal imager Fotric 222s and the temperature was measured. The dash line in blue is the curve calculated by CCE model. In Fig. 14(b) , the central line of the robot was calculated by average the position of the left and the right boundary. In Fig. 14(c) , the start and the end points of the two curves were put together. The average error was 1.4mm and the correlation coefficient was 0.9934.
V. CONCLUSION
Currently, soft robots, especially elastomer soft robots made of soft, elastic materials, are increasingly important with the increase of demand for safer robotic coworkers and the ability to work in limited spaces. However, the existing kinematics for soft robots are mostly used on rigid body ignoring elastic deformation based on pure geometry. In addition, the constant curvature assumption has never been proven in previous studies. Two main contributions are given in this article. First, fundamental research is conducted to reveal the feasibility of the constant curvature assumption. Second, the deformation of the elastomer soft robot is taken into consideration for the first time, and a fundamental model of elastomer kinematics is established. Finally, experiments are conducted to verify the proposed kinematic model and a soft endoscope is made to suggest the use of this TCP-based actuators. According to the universal model mentioned in section 2, the soft robot can be approximated to be a constant curvature curve. The proposed CCE model for soft robots calculating the elastic deformation using mechanics fits well for TCP actuators. In the future, more research is expected on the precise prediction of TCP materials in regard to their material properties. In addition, more complex mechanics models can be applied to elastomer soft robot kinematics modeling, such as the Timoshenkov rod theory which takes the coupling of axial and radial deformation into consideration. Furthermore, the dynamic model should be established. For example, the deformation vs temperature relation can be studied under loading situation, and the time dependent deformation vs temperature relation can be studied. The study of soft body manufacture is also important. The design of elastomer soft robots is still lacking and needs to be urgently addressed. Last but not least, further applications for TCP-based robots can be studied. In our case of soft endoscope, this is a three degrees of freedom(Dofs) plantar robot. It is meaningful to increase more Dofs or to update the plantar robot to be a spacial robot by building a soft robot with more segments. Cameras or lighting equipment can be add to the soft robot.
